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1. Pursuant to U.S. and European Parliament law, certain medical devices 
must bear a permanently affixed mark known as the Unique Device 
Identifier (UDI).  The UDI contains information about each medical 
device such as manufacturer, product, lot, serial and expiration date.  
This information from each medical device used during surgery is 
placed into the patient’s record.

2. Previously, there has not been a single solution that was capable of 
capturing UDI information in an accurate, quick, easy and uniform way.

3. As healthcare change management and UDI implementation occur, 
there is a need for documentation hardware and software solutions 
that are easy to adopt with little to no training required.

4. Movement of sensitive patient information requires a secure platform 
to hold and transmit data (see GDPR laws).

5. IT infrastructure systems that are antiquated must have a cloud based 
solution at an affordable cost to encourage adoption and value out of 
UDI compliance.

6. Until effective AIDC technology is implemented, the analog methods of 
recording information cost billions while providing potentially 
inaccurate implant and utilization data.

7. Hospitals and manufacturers need hardware and software solutions 
that will drive compliance.
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The Problem



Myth: Laser etching may affect the mechanical integrity of marked 
implants.  (Image provided by US FDA)
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Direct Mark Myths
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Different Direct Part Mark Results
The Right Equipment and Expertise are Critical to 
Success

Damaged Data Matrix Code Damaged Human Readable 
Mark

Good Data Matrix Code



Myth: Repeated sterilization cycles will damage marked implants.
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Direct Mark Myths

“Long term resistance of UDI laser 
marking proved for the first time by 
durability test on surgical instruments.” 
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UDI Microcodes Marked by 
FOBA Lasers

FOBA  UDI microcode 40 times smaller than AIM/DPM standards.

UDI datamatrix market by FOBA with up to 31 char        = 1.9 mm x 0.6mm => Density = 31/(1.9x0.6) = 27 char/mm2

Smallest current standard AIM/DPM 2D code  for 31 char = 6.8mm x 6.8mm => Density = 31/(6.8x6.8)= 0.67 char/mm2

FOBA’S 2D CODE DENSITY SIGNIFICANTLY LARGER THAN CURRENT STANDARD

Myth: UDI 
won’t fit into 
small codes
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Email from FDA regarding data matrix 
code size

“The UDI rule does not 
restrict the size of the AIDC 
technology being used to 
convey the UDI.” 



Myth: No scanner can read small data matrix codes – especially in the 
sterile field.
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Direct Mark Myths

30 micron cell size
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Blueberry Castle Project

Observation and Simulation Analysis in Real World 
Environment
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Pilot Objectives

Create Create a public policy best practice document that can be 
implemented on a national level.

Observe Observe the outcomes of a unified data collection and distribution 
system.

Develop Develop data collection system that may be integrated with other 
data sources for future analysis.

Discover Discover benefits of UDI adoption as well as the vast data value for 
previously uncaptured information.

Generate Generate an exportable national framework for UDI compliance while 
providing value.

Provide
Provide a data architecture that overcomes antiquated or outdated 
systems to capture the information, while providing cost savings and 
data report mining.

Determine
Determine the benefits of establishing a complete operating 
inventory capture suite that is able to quickly and accurately capture 
UDI data at the point of care.

Evaluate and 
report

Evaluate and report on the accuracy, effectiveness and cost of each 
method medical device manufacturers plan to present product UDI in 
the operating room.



Benefits of GS1
Standards

• Interoperability
• Irish National Decontamination Tracking System

• Time Savings
• Australian Public Healthcare
• 50% time savings on basic tasks such as data entry

• Product Safety Recalls
• NHS Derby
• Efficiency savings of € 800,000 in 2015/16 and an estimated 

€ 1.32m in 2016/17

• Patient Safety
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Problem

• The UDI must be collected at the point of care (during surgery; 
before implantation), and transferred to the hospital EHR 
system, where that information will be submitted to payers.

• Hospital sterilized devices lose all UDI information when 
removed from their packaging and placed into sets with identical 
implants.

• Other UDI collection methods may be space prohibitive, 
expensive, inaccurate and could increase surgical times.
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Universal Data Collection Data Sources and 
Input Methods

Manufacturers plan 
to present UDI in 
numerous ways, 
including manual 
methods and those 
that cannot identify 
the devices UDI. 



Benefits and Challenges
UDI Capture • No

Benefits • Based on existing O.R. practices

Manufacturer Challenges • Full DI and PI on the device
• Space on product
• No standard

Provider Challenges • Difficult to read; May contaminate 
product if sterile nurse holds device 
too close to face

• Conversion challenges
• Recording challenges
• Not UDI compliant due to manual 

entry
• Not practical
• Cross reference to GUDID
• Highly time consuming and 

inaccurate
• Human Decisions required
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Human readable direct mark callout



Benefits and Challenges
UDI Capture • Capture only DI data

Benefits • Based on existing OR practices
• Leverages AIDC technology (i.e., barcode)
• Easy to use and implement
• Manufacturer tools to support process

Manufacturer Challenges • Developing and maintaining the forms and 
software

• Not possible to make PI data available 

Provider Challenges • Incomplete/inaccurate UDI data captured (PI 
data not captured)

• Sheets need to be prepared from each 
manufacturer for each procedure

• Technical issues (i.e., barcode readability, 
user experience)

• New technology needed (i.e., interface from 
scanned sheet to EHRs)

• Human decisions required
• Slows pace of surgery
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Reference Sheets



Benefits and Challenges
UDI Capture • Capture both DI and PI data

Benefits • Possible to place full UDI on package
• Leverages AIDC technology (i.e., barcode)
• Process already in use by manuf and providers

Manufacturer Challenges • New storage and packaging strategy needed 
for use on implants currently placed in 
trays/sets

• Additional space needed for storage/shipping
• Need to implement new sterilization method

Provider Challenges • Expiration of product
• Additional space needed for storage
• Increase device cost
• Disposal of sterile packaging materials
• Increase in surgical times
• Should visually inspect each device for 

potential sterile breach / contamination
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Sterile Packaging



Benefits and Challenges
UDI Capture • Capture both DI and PI data

Benefits • Possible to place full UDI on tag
• Leverages AIDC technology (i.e., barcode)
• Easy to use

Manufacturer Challenges • Proprietary solution
• Many products are too small to have a tag 

attached
• Difficult for use on implants placed in 

trays/sets
• Must redesign all set configurations

Provider Challenges • User training
• Space constraints
• Possible increased time of device to surgeon
• Separation of device and tag could cause 

issues
• New processes and P&Ps (i.e., steril/disinf)
• Should visually inspect each device for 

potential bits of tag remaining before 
implantation

• Typically post-op documentation
• Human Decisions required outside sterile field 17

UDI Tags



Benefits and Challenges
UDI Capture • Capture both DI and PI data (depending 

on size of device)

Benefits • Possible to place full UDI on device
• Leverages AIDC technology (i.e., barcode)
• Easy to use
• Data directly captured from device to pt. 

record
• Scanning technology familiar to hospital 

staff

Manufacturer Challenges • Difficult to mark extremely small devices
• Efficacy of mark related to device size, 

shape, material, and FDA reapproval pre-
market application

Provider Challenges • User training and compliance
• Purchase new technology (i.e., interfaces 

with EHRs, scanners)
• New workflow processes and P&Ps
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Direct Part Mark - Sterile Field Scanning





An example of the use of UDI data from the products you order is the ability to analyze 
which types of ankle surgery (syndesmosis  surgery) produce best outcomes and are most 
cost effective for a young healthy male vs a senior female with osteoporosis.
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What data can be gleaned from UDI data collection?

Tightrope 
Fiber

K-WireFixation Screws 
and Plate
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Blueberry Castle Observation
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Blueberry Castle Observations
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Blueberry Castle Observations
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Demonstration of Sterile Field Scanning
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Demonstration of Reference
Sheet Documentation via Callout






How GS1 can help facilitate UDI 
adoption in healthcare

1. Change GS1
recommendations to
represent current
technology

2. Adopt new micro data
matrix code standards

3. Educate manufacturers
on both benefits and
how to mark product

4. Do not recommend
manual methods to
collect UDI (i.e. ref
sheets).

5. Publish
recommendations
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Example of how technology can be leveraged to improve 
data matrix code readability 

HDR technology to enhance image Standard camera configuration
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Using light to improve decode 
capabilities 






Thank You

Any Questions?
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Reference: UCD Consulting Project
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Executive Summary 


This report has been developed for GS1 Ireland on behalf of Supply Chain Management student 


consultants from the UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School. The aim of the report 


is to analyse potential methods of tracking medical devices throughout the healthcare supply 


chain, with a particular focus being within the hospital. New U.S. and E.U. regulation oblige 


medical device companies to locate Unique Device Identifiers (UDI) onto all medical device 


packaging, and are encouraged to place permanent marks onto hospital-sterilised surgical 


implants. The new regulations specify obligations and responsibilities for all economic 


operators including importers, distributors, authorised representatives and hospitals. 


With imminent changes on the horizon for the medical devices supply chain, an analysis of the 


current issues within the chain was conducted with the view to addressing these issues moving 


forward. Within logistics, the HSE’s new consolidated distribution model has increased 


difficulties for manufacturers, while hospitals still find procurement processes to be extremely 


manual and slow. When focusing on traceability of devices within the hospital, information is 


being registered manually with nurses spending up to 50% of their time on data entry. Poor 


visibility of inventory movement within hospitals is leading to excessive costs being incurred 


for lost or expired medical devices. There is also a lack of awareness of the potential for data 


analysis to be conducted within hospitals, which has shown positive benefits in pilot sites such 


as Saint James Hospital, Dublin. 


A key tool to drive improvement within the supply chain will be to adopt a standardised method 


of data capture. The benefits of standardisation are discussed, which include the ease of 


interoperability between hospitals when sharing medical products, improved inventory 


management, time savings and the ease of using uniform technology. GS1 can and have had a 


large contribution to improving healthcare processes around the world, and some positive 


examples are discussed, such as a UK hospital saving €23,000 in expired stock losses as a result 


of adopting GS1 standards. 


There will be challenges and obstacles which will make the adoption of the proposed new UDI 


capturing method difficult. With the Irish health system being a public service, government 


funding may be a challenge, and getting full buy in from all levels of the HSE will be important 


to ensure success. At a hospital level, staff adoption and software harmonisation for ease of use 


will be the major challenges, while manufacturers must also improve the level of product data 


they are providing which is currently posing problems for hospitals. 
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The report concludes with some suggestions, which take into consideration all of the above and 


also the cost-benefit analysis of the various potential UDI data capturing methods. The cost-


benefit analysis shows the sterile field scanner to be the best method of data capture when 


considering potential benefits to hospital operations and patient safety combined with a cost 


consideration. Via a Universal UDI Collection Software Platform, the sterile field scanner 


should be adopted and to help with the transition, it is critical that a staff orientated approach 


is adopted to illustrate how much time the technology can save nurses and ward staff on tasks 


such as data entry, where there is potential to save 75% of nurses time spent on such tasks. It 


is important a user-friendly interface is implemented, while creating a feedback mechanism for 


staff with help with their integration into the project. 


A key recommendation is to provide relevant hospital staff with the training and education on 


potential data uses and use examples from pilot hospitals where significant benefits have been 


realised from data analysis to help with buy in. It is also critical to develop contingency plans 


in the case where the new technology fails, or if there is an emergency during a surgery. The 


final suggestion is to begin using scanning technology around the hospital to track staff as well 


as products, which will bring more transparency and increased responsibility of staff and can 


have the added benefits of safety and hygiene. 
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1. Introduction 


Each year, hundreds of thousands of medical device reports on suspected device-associated 


deaths, serious injuries and malfunctions are reported (FDA, 2018). FDA has established and 


continues to implement a Unique Device Identification (UDI) system to adequately identify 


medical devices through their distribution and use (U.S. Department of Health and Human 


Services). When fully implemented, the label of most devices will include a unique device 


identifier (UDI) in human- and machine-readable form. Device. Labelers must also submit 


certain information about each device to FDA’s Global Unique Device Identification Database 


(GUDID). (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) 


Prior to and since the passage of the Medical Device Amendments of 1976, U.S. Congress has 


continuously debated how best to ensure that consumers have quick access to new and 


improved medical devices and, at the same time, prevent devices that are not safe or possibly 


counterfeit, from entering or remaining on the market. Medical device regulation is highly 


complex because of the huge variety of items that are categorized as medical devices. The 


regulation of medical devices can affect their cost, quality, and availability in the health care 


system (Congressional Research Service, 2016). 


Problems related to medical devices can have serious consequences for consumers. Defects in 


medical devices, such as artificial hips and pacemakers, have caused severe patient injuries and 


deaths (Congressional Research Service, 2016). Reports published in 2009 through 2011—by 


the Government Accountability Office (GAO), the Department of Health and Human Services 


Office of the Inspector General, and the Institute of Medicine—have voiced concerns about the 


US Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) device review process.  


Medical device issues are not only associated with the U.S. In 2010, a French manufacturer 


used non-medical grade silicone in thousands of breast implants, where the implants were of 


poor quality and were found to be leaking hazardous substance into the patient’s bodies (Jones, 


2012). Many hospitals around Europe scrambled to figure out if part of the batch had been used 


in their facility and tried to generate a list of recalls. Unfortunately, due to poor product 


traceability systems within the healthcare industry, all of the implants have not yet been found 


(Roberts, 2018). 


1.1 Regulation Change 


With poor traceability systems in place, it was important that medical device regulation became 


more stringent to improve patient safety. The FDA in the U.S. was the first to enforce a new 


final rule concerning medical devices in 2013 and bring about major change within the 
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industry. The decision called for each device to have a label or a permanent UDI in the case of 


reused/reprocessed devices. In accordance with the collection of information entitled ‘‘Unique 


Device Identification System (UDI),’’ medical device labelers, unless excepted, are required 


to design and use medical device labels and device packages that bear a UDI, present dates on 


labels in a particular format, and submit data concerning each version or model of a device to 


the GUDID no later than the date the label of the device must bear a UDI. (21 CFR Parts 16, 


801, 803, et al. Unique Device Identification System; Final Rule). The information on the 


label is captured in to the data base using appropriate scanners. On May 5th, 2017, the European 


Union approved two new regulations on medical devices (MDR) and in-vitro diagnostics 


(IVDR) at a political level between the three relevant European institutions – the European 


Council, the European Parliament and the European Commission. Regulation 2017/745 on 


Medical Devices and Regulation (MDR) and 2017/746 on In-Vitro Diagnostic Devices (IVDR) 


were formally published in the Official Journal of the European Union. The MDR and IVDR 


were similar regulatory changes to the US and represent a sizeable development and 


strengthening of the existing regulatory system for medical devices in Europe (Health Products 


Regulatory Authority, 2018). 


The new regulations will enter into force in early 2020, which does not leave a lot of time for 


member states to conform. The new European law orders that each medical device will need a 


UDI in the form of a label or engraving in case of re-use, sterilisation, cleaning etc, while the 


creation of an electronic UDI database for medical devices supplied and used will also be a 


necessity. 


This rule requires the label of medical devices to include a Unique Device Identifier (UDI), 


except where the rule provides for an exception or alternative placement. Attributes such as 


Issuing Agency, DI, PI, Quantity per Package, Customer contact, Device status etc are required 


to be recorded on the label. 


In addition to the FDA Final Rule, 2015 Edition Health Information Technology (Health IT) 


Certification Criteria states “Health IT is able to display to a user a visible list consisting of: 


(1) all active UDIs... (2015 Edition Certification Companion Guide).  Further, ONC’s 2015 


Edition final rule includes UDIs for “a patient’s implantable devices in the CCDS and the 


corresponding implantable device list certification criterion in the Base EHR definition.”  The 


rule further opines “We believe that incorporating UDIs, beginning with UDIs for implantable 


devices, in certified EHR technology will be integral to patient care, recorded for the patient; 


and (2) for each UDI in the list, the description associated with the UDI…” (Department  of  


Health  and  Human  Services, Centers  for  Medicare  &  Medicaid  Services 42  CFR  Parts  
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412  and  495 Medicare  and  Medicaid  Programs;  Electronic  Health  Record  Incentive 


Program—Stage  3  and  Modifications  to  Meaningful  Use  in  2015  Through 2017;  Final  


Rule). Previous studies suggest that institutions around the world will come up with temporary 


solutions that will need to be adapted again, or the use of multiple standards. These solutions 


will result in increasing expenses that will be hard to manage (McKinsey & Company, 2012). 


However, if only one standard data capture method could be adopted as a general rule, the costs 


will be contained, and the standards will be much easier impose. 


Tracking and transparency are becoming increasingly important in all industries, particularly 


healthcare which has lagged behind other industries such as food. In 2012, a McKinsey report 


revealed that implementing global standards across the entire healthcare supply chain could 


save 22,000 – 43,000 lives and could also save tens of billions of dollars through helping stem 


the problem of counterfeit drugs. It also states that "global standards could enable substantial 


safety benefits and enable a healthcare cost reduction of €35-85 billion" (McKinsey & 


Company, 2012). 


1.2 Operation Blueberry Castle 


It is in this context that the Blueberry Castle Project (BC) was established. The project, led by 


GS1 Ireland in partnership with other key stakeholders, aims to revolutionise the process of 


surgeries and data capture, becoming the new standard for surgical theatres. The project has 


expanded from the U.S. to involve many European countries and companies to identify the best 


method of data capture and use going forward. The project focuses on the Automated 


Information Data Capture (AIDC) of UDI’s that are present on medical devices pursuant to 


American and European laws. The study will create an analysis of current technologies of data 


capture (e.g., scanning, software) and cloud technology (e.g., machine learning, storage) to 


create a uniform architecture for UDI compliance adoption. 


Given the clinical and financial importance of UDI, a coalition was formed to observe and 


report on the results of a unifying universal AIDC platform to collect implant, instrument and 


supplies data. The Blueberry Castle coalition includes some of the world’s top UDI 


stakeholders who have demonstrated a commitment to ensure the success of a global UDI 


rollout in both the US and Europe. 


The key stakeholders involved in the delivery of Blueberry Castle are MatrixIT, a healthcare 


information technology company leading the industry in providing real-time medical implant 


UDI documentation and tracking solutions in the sterile field of the operating room. GS1 


Ireland will guarantee that all the steps are taken to ensure the development of a common 
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standard within healthcare. FingerPrint Medical provide tracking and traceability solutions 


within hospitals and are currently providing traceability software for the HSE in Ireland. 


Advancing Identification Matters (AIM) is the trusted worldwide industry association for 


the automatic identification industry, who are involved to provide insights on decoding 


barcodes and offer technical expertise. Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure are involved to 


demonstrate their suite of cloud computing services, to allow operation Blueberry Castle to 


bring their clients (i.e. healthcare providers) insight and information on the medical devices 


that they use in their facilities. BBraun is a German pharmaceutical and medical device 


manufacturer who is contributing to Blueberry Castle by providing medical device instruments 


and implants which comply with the new regulation for the simulated surgeries. The 


Association for Healthcare Resource & Materials Management (AHRMM) and the 


Association of perioperative Registered Nurses (AORN) are also involved to observe the study 


results and facilitate training and education respectively. 


 


1.3 GS1 Role 


Founded more than 40 years ago, GS1 is a non-profit standards organisation. GS1 is the leader 


in the development of international supply chain standards and supports organisations across 


the globe in the adoption. After the success of standardising the retail barcode, GS1 worked 


with industry to define standards for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and thereafter 


standards for the implementation and use of RFID tags. 


GS1 now has offices in over 110 countries and is the provider of standards for over a dozen 


different “identifiers” leveraged in multiple industry sectors including identification codes for 


products, locations, services, shipments and specialist applications in healthcare and aerospace. 


This user-driven organisation spans several industries all over the world and coordinates user 


and industry participation in all aspects of standards development and implementation. 
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The GS1 office in Ireland works closely with several industries: Retail, Food, Apparel and 


Healthcare. The organisation is deeply committed to supporting a wide range of patient safety- 


and efficiency-focussed initiatives in the healthcare sector. The Blueberry castle Project is one 


such initiative. GS1’s involvement ensures that multi-stakeholder solution is built upon a 


common standard. As GS1 identifier and barcode standards are utilised in the creation and 


sharing/encoding Unique Device Identifiers (UDI) GS1 Ireland is available/participating to 


provide guidance and on possible challenges that might arise. 


Another important component of the GS1 suite of standards-enabled services is the Global Data 


Synchronisation Network (GDSN). The GDSN is a master data sharing network of data pools 


that enables the exchange of important attributes that describe medical devices that are uniquely 


identified by their GS1 based UDI. Both the available in-house GS1 expertise and access to the 


GDSN is a major asset to all stakeholders within Operation Blueberry Castle (GS1 Data Matrix 


Guidelines, 2016). 


2. Consulting Project 


2.1 Scope 


The scope of this consultancy project involves working as part of the greater Blueberry Castle 


project team to analyse the potential methods of tracking medical devices from manufacturer 


to operating theatre and identifying the benefits of using GS1 standards to do so. This will 


involve conducting a cost and time saving analysis for the adoption of required new software 


and hardware provided by major stakeholders to the HSE. Key stakeholder views will also be 


considered to determine the best method, while potential benefits of increased data availability 


will also be discussed. 


2.2 Aims 


The project will aim to achieve some key deliverables: 


 Describe the key considerations all stakeholders must establish when choosing when 


best method of capturing UDI information in theatre. 


 Analysing the current movement of medical devices and related data from device 


manufacture to healthcare worker/patient usage, i.e. before, during and after surgery, 


and present areas where there are opportunities to improve the process. 


 Analysing and contrasting the new EU regulation and US FDA UDI regulation and 


its potential impact on patient safety. 
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 Creating a cost-benefit analysis of the potential new technology through analysis of 


simulated surgery study data from the U.S. 


 Describing the key challenges in implementing a solution to capture UDI 


information, and suggesting ways to try and mitigate these challenges. 


3. Regulation Analysis 


When discussing medical device regulations, it is crucial that we have a clear definition of what 


exactly medical devices are. The Global Harmonization Task Force agreed on the following 


harmonized definition for medical devices (see GHTF document SG1/N029R11). 


A “medical device” means any instrument, apparatus, implement, machine, appliance, 


implant, in vitro reagent or calibrator, software, material or other similar or related 


article, intended by the manufacturer to be used, alone or in combination, for human 


beings. 


In Europe, the Council Directives 90/385/EEC and 93/42/EEC established the framework 


for medical devices and their use. However, the nature of the act allowed each Member 


to come up with their individual legislation according to Article 189 of the Treaty of 


Rome. Since then, the European Economic Community (EEC) provided new regulations 


in matter of healthcare, by establishing limits and requirements in foodstuff (in 2002) and 


in cosmetic products in 2009. The latter’s object often overlaps with medical devices and 


products, adding to the complexity of the legislation patchwork created in the past thirty 


years. 


 FDA Final Rule  


The aim of these regulations is to reduce the obstacles faced in identifying the medical devices 


thereby making it possible to rapidly and definitively identify a medical device and its key 


attributes that affect its safe and effective use (FDA-UDI, 2017). When the regulatory norms 


are applied and implemented misidentification of a device and the confusion concerning its 


appropriate use can be avoided. Further, reporting of adverse events will become easier assist 


in better focused corrective actions. Standardized formats will be employed and capture crucial 


information like date on the medical device label to help device users. There are 5 phases of 


implementation of the Final Rule over the course of 7 years: the rule will have to be fully 


applied by September 2020 (Table 6, Final Rule). 


The FDA requires that the medical devices include an UDI over its package and label (Part 


801.45) or directly marked if the device can be reused (Part 801.40). The UDI must be 


composed of a device identifier and a production identifier, along with relevant dates (Part 


801.18 & 801.40).  The final rule encourages this in order to allow the medical device 
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information to be used alongside AIDC technology. The DI should then be registered with the 


FDA’s Global Unique Device Identifier Database (GUDID), so that it can be available to the 


larger public. The manufacturers/labellers are responsible to submit data regarding the medical 


devices to the GUDID.  


According to FDA requirements the UDI will have: 


 Device identifier - version of device 


 Production identifier - lot/batch, serial number, expiration date, manufacturing date, ID 


code if it has to comply with HCT/P1 


 Compliance to international standards 


 


The manufacturers/ labellers will designate a point of contact with the FDA, by which they will 


provide the information required on medical devices electronically. The FDA will then 


authorise an issuing agency to provide the information on its behalf. This figure will have to 


be assigned and in contact with the FDA by the compliance date, and update the data whenever 


required (Part. 830.320). Information that is not specifically required will not be able to be 


submitted to the GUDID, except for ancillary information which can be voluntarily submitted. 


The FDA may demand that labellers change the information inserted in the GUDID if it is 


found to be incorrect or misleading (830.350). The manufacturer/labeller must keep a record 


of UDI and data related to the medical devices associated with it (Part 830/360).  


 EU Regulation  


The increasing number of counterfeit devices and issues among implants demanded a more 


rigid regulation framework across the globe, as well as increased transparency. The EU 


commission, as a member of the International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF) is 


deeply invested in the harmonization of legislations on medical devices across the world. As 


such, in April 2017 the EU Parliament and Council approved a new Regulation (Reg. EU 


2017/745) on medical devices.  


The Regulation2 will be enforced in May 2020 and will ensure that all the members follow the 


same laws and requirements, removing the international patchwork that European countries 


present at the moment. The EU law is similar to the FDA Final Rule on UDI, although the 


                                                 
1 Human Cellular and Tissue Product (grafting) 
2 Art 288 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFUE) ‘To exercise the Union's competences, the 


institutions shall adopt regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. A regulation shall 


have general application. It shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. […]’ 
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Regulation has given some details that will ensure a higher level of traceability, when compared 


to the current one.  


Suppliers will be required to assign a Unique Device Identifier (UDI) to all of their medical 


devices, and to apply the UDI code in machine-readable format on the product label or directly 


on the product wherein the UDI acts as the “key” to device-related information stored in the 


regulator’s UDI public database and will ensure identification of a specific supplier’s product 


(Article 27). For some devices (depending on their risk classes and existing control 


mechanisms) manufacturing production-related UDI identification will also be required on the 


product package and in the data carrier. 


Article 27 also envisages Economic operators to store and keep, preferably by electronic 


means, the UDI of the devices which they have supplied or with which they have been supplied, 


if those devices belong to: — class III implantable devices; — the devices, categories or groups 


of devices. 


To fight the counterfeit market and to ensure the adoption of best practices, a good portion of 


the regulation is destined to manufacturers. Among the new specifications, manufacturers now 


have to provide a summary of the medical device (UDI, intended medical purposes, etc.) that 


will be understandable by the patient if need be (Art. 32). The EU has also dedicated part of its 


rule to post-market research and data collection that will need to be carried out by the 


manufacturer. The research will establish a surveillance system that will help manufacturers to 


ensure higher product quality and to improve the performance of the device over its use life. 


The system will highlight areas of concern and problems that can be solved preventively (Art. 


83). The report has to be submitted to the database and updated periodically (Art. 86). 


If a serious incident, matter of public safety or casual relation to patient’s health is found within 


a medical device, the manufacturer has to file a report to explain the problem and the steps to 


correct the issue (Art. 87). The UDI will help in identifying the device in question and result in 


a faster analysis of the issue.  


Each member state must identify and appoint the notified bodies that will have to ensure 


assistance in the system set-up and compliance once the regulation will be enforced. The rules 


for clinical studies and implementation have also been rewritten to uphold higher standards. In 


cooperation with the Commission, the Members will also develop systems to monitor trends 


and signals from the electronic database to identify new health and safety concerns (Art. 90).  


The EU Regulation also constituted a Medical Device Coordination Group (MDCG). The 


MDCG will have between 28-56 members (each Member State will name one or two 
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representatives, according to their relevant expertise) and will offer its opinions and 


recommendation in case of emergency as well as solving conflict of interests that may arise in 


the future (Art. 103).  


The Regulation also establishes the parameters for confidentiality of information acquired 


through the database. When it comes to competitive advantage and intellectual properties, no 


Member state can share information acquired through the database to third party (Art. 109). 


The protection of patient records and information is under the jurisdiction of the Regulation 


(EC) No 45/2001 and the repealed Directive No 95/46/EC (now, Regulation (EU) 2016/679) 


on General Data Protection. 


 EU vs US Similarities  


The EU Regulation 2017/ 745 and the Final Rule of the FDA have many elements in common, 


which is in part due to their belonging to the International Medical Device Regulators Forum 


(IMDRF), that binds their action toward the same goal (IMDRF, 2018). 


The UDI of the Implantable Device Must be Identifiable Prior to Implantation 


In accordance to the IMDRF UDI Draft Guidance - IMDRF/UDI WG/N7Final:2013 the 


requirement for the implants to be identified prior to implantation is to minimize the risk of 


misidentification of the implanted device. Implantable devices are not always required to have 


a UDI carrier on them (direct marking). It also shall be ensured that the UDI can be scanned 


prior to implantation and linked to any electronic system, this implying that an AIDC is present.  


Information Recording 


In the U.S., the DI portion of the UDI will be recorded in the GUDID (Engelberg Centre – 


Health Care Reform, 2014). On the other hand, the EU Parliament will establish its own 


database (Eudamed) to register the UDI (Art 33 6-7). Both databases will serve as a reference 


catalogue of information about every device with an identifier.  


The EU has put many requirements on the manufacturers that will have to contact the proper 


institution to secure unique device identification numbers such as GS1’s Global Trade 


Identification Number (GTIN), give detailed descriptive reports, and might have to adopt two 


different databases (the Eudamed and GUDID, if supplying both EU and U.S. institutions) (Art 


33). The FDA has requirements on the manufacturers, but it ensured and published research on 


the costs that manufacturers might incur when adapting to the new requirements (Section IV, 


FDA Final UDI Rule). Once the new regulation will enter in force and all the Members will 
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comply, the traceability of medical devices, and the overall healthcare system, is expected to 


improve significantly.  


However, there are many challenges ahead of the full application. For one, the development of 


a database accessible to all the European countries that is user-friendly will require time and 


investment to develop, particularly if it must manage all of the EU medical devices UDI, which 


is the hope of the Parliament.  


On the other hand, manufacturers will have to find ways to comply with the requirements. The 


information on the reports of issue and relevant problems have been increased and are now 


more specific. The report must be submitted to a database, meaning that the staff will have to 


understand how the portal works and adapt to it. Manufacturing has also its own challenges; 


reusable medical devices now need to have an UDI engraved on reusable devices (whereas it 


wasn’t necessary earlier) and the cost of initial adaption is extremely high. Progressing forward, 


Member states will have to identify new positions to ensure that the patchwork of previous 


legislation is in line with the latest EU regulation and adapt as required.  


4. The Medical Device Industry 


4.1 Overview 


The medical device industry is currently one of the fastest growing, with a global market value 


of approximately €340 billion in 2017 (Bayraka & Çopur, 2017). With such a high value and 


high-risk market, extensive regulation in the past decade has incentivised and forced health 


care organisations to implement new systems for improved quality of care, patient safety, 


efficiency and lower costs. Many organizations have adopted new quality and patient safety 


processes, electronic health records (EHR), and health information exchange (HIE). 


The medical devices industry is undergoing an evolving reasoning for moving away from an 


input-based approach based on inputs from patients and physicians, to a value and outcome-


based approach where the patient health outcomes are being enhanced. The main aim of this 


transformational change is to provide the maximum benefit to a large population alongside a 


set of controlled resources.  


In the medical devices industry, this shift has been led by The U.S. FDA’s UDI system rule in 


2013. In 2016, Europe followed suit and proposed two new regulations, discussed previously, 


to match this worldwide shift towards enhancing patient health safety. It is important that these 


regulations are not only in effect, but they must become legally binding as soon as possible to 
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ensure manufacturers, hospitals and staff begin to make healthcare a safer and more transparent 


place for patients. 


4.2 Main Players and Trends 


The top ten main players in the medical device industry, beginning with the largest, are 


Medtronic, Johnson & Johnson, Fresenius, Philips Healthcare, GE Healthcare, Siemens 


Healthineers, Cardinal Health, Stryker, Becton Dickinson and Baxter (Ellis, 2018). The main 


business of all the top firms is within the top three segments of the medical devices industry 


which are orthopaedic, endoscopy and cardiac.  


Current trends within the industry include a reduction of in-house R&D investments, with firms 


favouring growth through acquisitions and mergers, such as Siemens Healthineers acquisition 


of Luxembourg-based Fast Track Diagnostics (FTD), a global supplier of diagnostics tests in 


late 2017. With this increasing number of acquisitions, five out of the top thirty companies 


have been acquired which only consolidates the top ten players above whose market share is 


between 30-40% of the global medical device industry (Frost & Sullivan, 2018). 


Within the industry there is also a business model transformation occurring among the major 


players. One of the changes includes manufacturers moving from a product model to a contract 


service, in an effort to increase the focus on patient satisfaction through extending care across 


the health industry. There is also a move towards a less diversified business model in recent 


years, to a more targeted model due to a growing desire from health providers for fewer and 


deeper partnerships. The third change occurring is how care delivery is changing from inpatient 


to outpatient. With this shift in patient mix, technologies and reimbursement are promoting 


lower care settings, meaning providers and payers need to manage cost more carefully to justify 


value across the industry (Frost & Sullivan, 2018). 


4.3 Supply Chain Structure 


When analysing the medical devices supply chain, there are two key parts to the supply chain 


which are the movement of goods from the supplier to the hospital, and the movement of goods 


within the hospital, culminating with the use of the product at the point of care. To analyse the 


supply chain, it is important to look at the links passed by goods in the supply chain, as it is 


these points where traceability standards are important. It is vital that all product data, or a 


reference to the data is available at each link. 


The supply chain starts with the supply of raw material or components to the supplier, which 


will be used to produce an intermediate product, or in some cases an end product (Figure 1). 


With these raw materials the supplier receives data about the type of material, the batch 
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number, the expiry date, and the suppliers order number will also be stated. The supplier will 


then send this intermediate product to a manufacturer who will create the final product and 


combine data from individual components into one large data set for the final product. This 


final product will then have its own batch number, item number and expiry data as a minimum 


requirement. This data will then be retained by the manufacturer until delivery of the product 


to a distributor or direct to the hospital and must then be communicated to the next link in the 


chain. 


 


             Figure 1: Medical Device Supply Chain Steps.  


                            Source: (GS1 Netherlands, 2011) 


 


The next link in the supply chain is the hospital who receives the finished medical device 


product from a supplier, distributor or wholesaler depending on the supply chain structure 


which can vary. The associated product information is delivered with the product in the 


additional packing list (in electronic or paper form), or the barcode on the package. The goods 


are then received into the hospitals inventory and distributed within the hospital, to the 


locations where they are needed. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the medical devices supply chain for the supplier and within the hospital. 


An indication of the relevant data item, batch and/or serial numbers and expiry dates required 


for traceability are also given. The data must be available at every step of the logistics chain to 


ensure full transparency and compliance. It will now become increasingly important to ensure 


all this data is correct as new regulation comes into effect, which will focus on capturing this 


product data within the hospital. If the data coming into the hospital is incorrect, it will render 


the data captured within the hospital useless and will pose a huge risk to patient safety in the 


future. 


5. Current Supply Chain Analysis 


For the past 15 years, the supply chain function has gained a strategic place in the management 


of hospitals (Volland et al., 2017). Nowadays, we are also witnessing several strategic decisions 


initiated by hospital’s management, such as the outsourcing of certain activities in the hospital 


supply chain such as purchasing and supply management, sterilisation, stock management and 


delivery or transport services. 


For the purposes of the supply chain analysis, the process will be broken into three key steps 


and each will be analysed individually to understand where issues exist. The three areas will 


be the logistics of the medical devices from manufacture to the hospital before surgery, the 


movement and traceability of the medical devices within the hospital and during surgery, and 


post-surgery data which can be gathered and analysed. 


5.1 Logistics 


Within Ireland at present, the supply chain of medical devices goes through a long process, 


illustrated in Figure 2 below, which shows both the inbound movement of medical devices into 


the hospital, and the procurement procedure beginning with the hospital and moving back to 


the manufacturer. 


 Movement of medical devices 


When a hospital places an order with a manufacturer, distributor or sales representative, in the 


past the product would then be delivered to fragmented storage centres or direct to the hospital 


depending on the location. However, the HSE in Ireland have developed a new consolidated 


model whereby all orders are sent to the National Distribution Centre (NDC) in Tullamore, 


then to the regional hubs, and then to the hospitals, as illustrated. 
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Figure 2: Irish Medical Devices Supply Chain 


Poor stock management led to the implementation of this new model in 2012, which aims to 


increase the level of management of stock at point of use through the consolidation of 


fragmented stores into an NDC. The NDC then distributes to nine hubs to develop appropriate 


and evenly located supply channels to cater for 6,000 customer delivery points, with 8,000 


receipts per day (Swords, 2016). When goods are received into the NDC, orders are then 


consolidated and transported to the regional hubs where they are cross-docked with goods for 


specified cost centres. No goods are held at the regional hubs, other than pandemic stocks. 


From here the orders are delivered to the hospitals, in which the Kanban system is adopted. 


The HSE claim the model is designed to deliver significant benefits, including cost savings of 


at least €9m per year (Swords, 2016), however after speaking with an Irish medical device 


manufacturer, their view of the benefits were not quite so apparent. 


 Logistical Issues 


HSE Consolidated Model added Complexity 


When our team met a Clonallon manager whose company manufacture sterile surgical kits, he 


explained that in the past the company would receive orders and deliver goods directly to 


hospitals. The efficiency of his business model allowed him to have an extremely high service 


MD Inbound Chain 


MD Procurement  


Chain 
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level, which helped building a strong relationship with all customers who would occasionally 


ring for a last-minute emergency order, which would be provided insofar as possible. 


But since the inception of the HSE’s new logistical system, the company’s products are sent to 


the NDC, and onto the regional hubs and finally to the hospitals. The aim of the system was to 


increase stock management, however visibility for hospitals and manufacturers is much 


reduced as they are now unsure of where the order is at any given time.  


This process now has approximately a three-day lead time and increased costs as there is more 


handling cost incurred during the transit of the implants and surgical equipment. The 


manufacturer stated that he now often gets calls from hospitals who haven’t received their 


products on time for a surgery the next day. In this case, the device has left the manufacturer 


and is most likely sitting in the NDC, however the manufacturer ends up duplicating the order 


and organising direct delivery last minute which incurs a high cost and is time consuming (D. 


Dempster 2018, Clonallon Interview, 29th June). 


Implant procurement tedious and manual  


All incoming implants and surgical equipment are assigned a control number, which reflects 


the purchase order number (P.O. #). This information is recorded manually on a sheet as well 


as fed into the hospital’s computer system by a staff member such as the procurement manager. 


The computer is used for inventory control and facilitates the firm’s first-in, first-out policy. 


The current procurement process is long within the hospital as well as outside the hospital 


between the manufacturers, distributers and the hospital.  


For example, when we met the procurement manager of a hospital in Mullingar who is still 


using manual methods, it was noted that once an implant has been used during surgery a sticker 


containing the barcode and its number, and other product information are stuck on a job sheet 


and manually delivered to the procurement department. Later the information on these stickers 


is manually entered into an excel sheet and associated procurement software for replenishment 


purposes by raising a PO. This document is then copied four times, with one being held and 


the other three sent to manufacturer, distributer and finance department within the hospital, 


which is tedious and time-consuming (R. Grazioli 2018, St. Francis Hospital Interview, 28th 


June). 


IT integration 


The purpose of effective supply-chain management is to provide a major source of competitive 


advantage (New, 2010). Therefore, the goal of a supply chain manager is to link the key players 


in the supply chain (manufacturers, distributers, end customers, etc.) and to create visibility in 
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the whole process. Hence, the enabling factor in creating a competitive advantage through 


linking these players is the effective use of information technology, which will help meet and 


exceed customer’s expectation and result in lower costs, when compared to competitors 


(Krstev, et al., 2009). Studies have observed that healthcare logistics is challenging and that 


there is an interdependence between logistics and information technology. Eighteen case 


studies of public and private hospitals in five different countries outline that hospitals have 


poor performance against these two criteria (Aleksandar et al. 2015). These results highlight 


that hospitals develop practices which are not effective and efficient for logistics performance. 


Hence, hospitals must pay close attention to the logistics and information technology system 


used to manage their daily operations. 


5.2 Traceability 


Patient safety requires speedy detection of any medical device malfunction, which is known as 


“materials vigilance”. It entails the need to trace back the pathway of a device, which is referred 


to as “traceability” (Tracol, 2016). The misplacement of medical devices within the hospitals 


is quite frequent and it is the cause for many problems (McCullen & Saw, 2001). The staff 


might need a device that is not available for urgent care of a patient, others might be lent across 


wards and never given back, resulting in an uneven distribution of material. If the device is 


expensive or needs constant maintenance then its replacement can often pose a financial strain 


that hospitals do not need (Amanda Cheung, 2017). Along with the misplacement of a device 


there is also the chance that it may not be sterilized before use or decontaminated after use. 


This practice is risky as it could severely affect patient safety. Below mentioned are some of 


the current challenges faced by hospitals due to lack of proper traceability. 


Poor inventory management 


The absence of an efficient and modern traceability system within a hospital is also responsible 


for poor inventory management. The procurement office relies on incomplete data regarding 


all the devices: the exact location of storage, tracking of any movement within the hospital, as 


well as difficulties in managing the expiration dates. These factors all contribute to a lack of 


awareness on the exact levels of inventory, resulting in out-of-stock devices or over-stocking 


for others (Little & Coughlan, 2008).   


For example, in a meeting with the managing director of BBraun’s Ireland division (medical 


device manufacturer) we noticed that in some instances medical devices and surgical 


equipment are ordered twice because of lack of visibility over the medical devices. There was 


an instance where a staff member procured a particular kit and then went on leave and when 


there was need for that particular kit it was ordered once again by the new procurement staff 
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due to lack of a standardised system which would bring increased awareness and traceability. 


(L. Halpenny 2018, Personal Interview, 9th July) 


Information is registered manually        


Nurses are also required to file a report after each surgery. This report analyses the surgery 


procedure, giving details of the action of the surgeon, but it is also about listing the information 


on medical devices used (J. Cotter 2018, St. James Hospital Interview, 17th July). The 


identification data of the medical devices are read out loud during surgery, but this procedure 


is strongly dependent on the individual, rather than a standardised process. This usually results 


in long days of going through data to find the right report in case of need. The amount of 


paperwork also affects the work life of nurses, who spend almost half of their shift doing 


paperwork and complying with bureaucracy requirements rather than caring for patients. In a 


meeting with St. James Hospital, we were informed that nurses spend almost 50% of their time 


on entering this implant and medical device data, which is half their working week spent doing 


tasks which are not what they are qualified and employed to do (J. Cotter 2018, St. James 


Hospital Interview, 17th July).  


5.3 Data Analytics 


With the trend towards increased data availability throughout the hospital environment set to 


continue as hospitals move towards a more transparent and electronically driven data capturing 


process, the opportunity for data analytics to play an increasingly important role in healthcare 


is obvious.  


According to recent analysis of the worldwide medical device industry, there has been a shift 


in the manufacturer – buyer dynamics, because physicians tend to now choose to be employed 


by large hospitals rather than owning their own practices (Salagean, 2018). What this means is 


that hospitals influence over medical device buying decisions is increasing. For the hospitals 


to take advantage of this buoyant market sparked by new product innovation, the use of 


advanced data analytics can provide significant benefits to make much more informed 


purchasing decisions. 


Through meeting with different hospitals within Ireland, it is apparent that, although there is 


already significant data being gathered at a hospital level, the expertise or the desire to conduct 


further analysis on this data is currently not there. Large volumes of valuable data are being 


overlooked or are inaccessible within hospitals, which have potential to bring improved 


insights into operations and trends within the organisation. 
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In one case in an Irish hospital, the storage room inventory would be fully counted each quarter 


and the data was stored on an excel sheet, upon which no further analysis would be conducted. 


However, by combining all these excel files from the past years one would be able to conduct 


simple analysis such as ABC analysis, or simple stock movement analysis to see what stock is 


required to be available, and what isn’t needed. In the case of slow moving stock, perhaps staff 


could only order as required, which would allow a reduction in capital tied up in inventory. 


6. The Future Medical Devices Supply Chain 


The future looks bright for the medical device supply chain. With the changes in regulations 


and innovations that are helping current supply chain issues, revenue for implants and medical 


devices are poised for growth (Kearny, AT. 2017). At the same time the demand towards this 


change is more from the government. In this changing environment, hospitals that can shift 


their supply chain priorities will be able to generate significant value. To understand how the 


supply chain will change, it again has been analysed it under the three areas of logistics, 


traceability and data analytics.      


6.1 Logistics 


The desire to industrialise the health sector by applying lean logistic practices and methods 


requires sufficient adaptation time and coordination from stakeholders to concretely evaluate 


its contributions (Mazzocato et al. 2010). When analysing how this change will affect the 


logistics and movement of medical devices, the following are the main areas where change is 


going to happen. 


Transparency in the system  


Driven by growing calls for transparency, retail firms such as Wal-Mart, Tesco, and Kroger 


are beginning to use new technologies to provide provenance data to the marketplace (New, 


2010). Soon, medical device customers will gain easy access to such information as the norm. 


Revealing origins will become an essential part of establishing trust and securing reputation.  


As previously mentioned, in Ireland the HSE have developed an NDC for procurement of 


medical products with the aim of increased transparency and reduced cost. As it was sought to 


consolidate all the medical devices at one place (i.e. the NDC), the new establishment 


successfully brought in more transparency in cost where hospitals now pay the same prices for 


medical devices, versus previously where every hospital dealt individually with suppliers, with 


some securing prices than others (D. Dempster 2018, Clonallon Interview, 29th June). Medical 


device prices are now much easier to compare, which was a key goal of this process.  However 


due to the long process of the chain, the cost per device to the hospital has increased because 
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of increased handling, with delivery-to-customer lead times increasing (D. Dempster 2018, 


Clonallon Interview, 29th June). This requires hospitals to be vigilant when ordering as they 


have to plan further in advance; a process that can be significantly aided by the use of data 


analysis and product traceability which will be discussed in the next sections.    


Integrating ERP system  


Hospital flows will be integrated with the technological progress of information systems and 


the emergence of new IT tools with high added value (Enterprise Resource Planning, SAP, 


etc.). Health organisations have been trying to move towards new management based on the 


control of financial, administrative and medical aspects. Existing research has shown that IT 


tools will optimise the processing of financial information for cost control (Patel et al. 2000); 


(Ash et al. 2004); (Garg and Agarwal. 2014). 


Integrating IT systems will enhance order replenishment.  For example, in Santry Sports Clinic 


once an implant or medical device is scanned during a surgery the information is directed to 


the procurement department for replenishment purposes automatically. Then the procurement 


department forwards the order to the manufacturer or distributor for delivery.  This entire flow 


of information is done through electronic data interchange (EDI). This system reduces lead 


time and unnecessary time and cost incurred in manual labour (B. Keane 2018, Santry Sports 


Clinic Interview, 10/July).   


6.2 Traceability within the hospital  


Traceability systems for medical devices will result in many benefits for hospitals. It will 


reduce the likelihood of out-of-stock devices, track the exact storage location of the device and 


manage product expiration (Golan et al., 2004). Such benefits will improve the quality of care 


for the patient and reduce any chances of patients being exposed to devices which are out of 


date or a patient’s procedure being delayed because the device is out of stock. In this section 


we will see the changes that we foresee in the supply chain for improved traceability within the 


hospitals.  


New advanced IT system 


The healthcare system will be enabled through an advanced IT architecture. Information 


technology capabilities will be required in the future to enable new ways of delivering 


healthcare. The new IT system will be a part of the hospitals acoustics, or if the hospitals 


already have an IT tool or software, the new system will be integrated or synthesised with the 


existing one. All medical devices will be tagged in theatre, and both the medical device and 


potentially staff can be automatically tracked through the hospital.  
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In Saint James Hospital in Dublin, with the use of advanced IT systems, the tracking of highly 


important tissue samples has been introduced. Prior to this, the tracking of samples was 


completely paper-based and prone to error with no visibility or assurances that the samples 


were delivered on time. Such samples can be used to detect potential cancers, and in some 


cases, they went missing in the past. This represented a significant risk to the hospital and to 


patients, which has now been addressed through this initiative. Now, if the sample doesn’t 


arrive to the lab on time, a text is automatically sent, and if no reply, then corrective action is 


taken immediately (J. Cotter 2018, St. James Hospital Interview, 17th July). Similar technology 


can potentially be used on important and valuable medical devices in the future with the use of 


RFID and UDI technology, to reduce losses and increase security and safety. 


Improved Inventory Management 


With improved traceability methods being developed within hospitals, inventory management 


should become a more efficient practise due to the increasingly automated nature of the process 


which will contribute to reduced human error and bring more visibility to the process. 


However, to ensure success hospitals must work with suppliers and ensure all the products they 


receive are uniquely identified using a standardised system such as GS1 barcodes. These 


barcodes must be not only on the outer packaging of a pack, but right down to item-level, which 


will enable them to have the systems in place to support the management of data at every stage 


of a product being received, stored and used. 


For example, the Musgrove Park Hospital in the UK faced challenges with wastage and unused 


stock. To solve that those challenges, they electronically captured all equipment usage and 


implant information within the theatre. They also adopted cloud-based inventory management 


systems and barcode scanning solutions provided by GS1. Over the course of time, the hospital 


was able to reduce wastage of stock, stock on holding and were able to automatically replenish 


the stock. This enabled them to save € 23,000 in a year in expired stock (GS1 UK, 2016). 


Faster recall of medical devices 


One of the key objectives for implementing information technology is to enable recall 


management using product information from the barcode. Scanning in theatre allows this data 


to be recorded easily and consistently, without manual re-keying to the patient record. This 


benefits patients and clinicians alike, who traditionally spent time searching through paper 


records and in some cases were unable to recall all the devices. In future, almost all recalls 


should be able to be traced automatically, in a much more time efficient and secure process. 
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6.3 Data Analytics 


Moving forward, healthcare organisations that want to become data driven and reap the benefits 


of post-surgery analytics must commit to valuing data as a strategic asset by developing an 


understanding of the complete flow of data and acting upon data-driven perceptions. These 


organisations need to encourage and reward the sharing of data and insights, have management 


and executive teams who champion transformation and build programs to develop data and 


analytics skills across their enterprises. 


Progressing across the IBM analytics continuum (Figure 3) toward being a data-driven 


organization involves a shift in the type of technologies and systems involved in working with 


the data, as well as an evolution in the types of business questions being asked. This is 


particularly applicable to the current shift in healthcare regulation which is moving healthcare 


from transaction reporting to data integration through the introduction of a standardised method 


of capturing and storing data. 


This will in turn lead to the use of both clinical analytics and advanced analytics to not only 


understand what is currently happening within the hospital and analysing how efficiently it is 


happening, but to also try and determine what will happen next through predictive analytics 


and personalised healthcare. Below are some of the effects that this shift can have on the 


medical devices supply chain. 


Influencing purchasing decisions 


Purchasing is an important part of hospitals business, so it is crucial to undertake regular 


procurement analysis to ensure that the best use of money (Keith and Rene, 2008). With the 


Figure 3: IBM Analytics Continuum. Source: (IBM Corporation, 2013) 
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increased amount of data coming out of theatre after a surgery, hospitals will be able to perform 


comparisons between surgeons to understand which surgeon has performed most efficiently 


and which implant was being used in a particular surgery. Based on this data the procurement 


department can increase the purchase of implants and medical devices which were used in more 


efficient surgeries and at the same time reduce the purchase of implants and medical devices 


that were used in less efficient surgeries, where costs may have been higher for example. This 


data can also be used to perform price comparisons and select the appropriate vendor for future 


purchases.   


Use of data for background information  


With an increased access to background patient data, hospitals and relevant institutions will be 


able to perform further analysis through the application of artificial intelligence programs to 


analyse patient trends. For example, a hospital will be able to analyse all patients in Dublin 


who have had hip replacements in the previous ten years, to find that just over 50% of these 


patients were from north side inner city Dublin, which may lead to insights such as 


infrastructural problems with pathways, or excessive steps in the area for example. 


Having access to patient trends can have a big impact in the development of analysis outside 


of the healthcare system. There are many studies that prove how the development of smart 


cities can improve healthcare services and provide more accurate treatments (Cook, et al., 


2018). However, the reverse can be true too, highlighted by the previous example where based 


on patient trends, analysts might identify issues with the city’s infrastructure. This data can 


also be used for modern healthcare services in serving patients’ needs by using new 


technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) wearable devices or Cloud of Things 


(Ebrahim et al. 2017).  


This new technology provides more facilities and enhancements to the existing healthcare 


services as it will allow more flexibility in terms of monitoring patient’s records and remotely 


connecting with patients through EHR and data stored in the interconnected Cloud of Things. 


Patient data can also be used for predictive analysis within healthcare where investigation can 


lead to predictions of hospital readmissions, heart failure and length of stay for example which 


all can allow the hospital to better plan their operations in an effort to cater for all patients to 


the best of their ability. 
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7. Stakeholder Considerations 


Considering the expected changes which are going to occur within the medical devices supply 


chain, there are some important considerations key stakeholders must keep in mind when 


planning for this change. 


7.1 Evolution of Technology 


In the current era, the speed of technological change is hard to keep pace with. Ten years ago, 


the idea of using a fingerprint to unlock our smart-phones was ridiculous, and now it’s 


something we do constantly. To some degree, healthcare systems around the word are playing 


catch-up, trying to implement technologies and processes that are taken for granted in other 


industries. The new regulation encourages the adoption of AIDC technology to read the UDIs 


that will be applied on medical devices. A key consideration for manufacturers, for example, 


is how long the AIDC technology will last before being replaced by something newer, faster 


and more cost efficient. Similarly, how long before the regulation will change again, 


demanding that new technology becomes the new standard. These are questions that we don’t 


have the answer to, but when investing in a new technology, it is important to keep the pace of 


change in mind when deciding exactly how much time and money to invest in the process. 


7.2 New Software requirements  


In the medical device domain, software development is a difficult and complex endeavour 


(Regan, et al., 2013). Defective medical device software can cause serious injury or death; 


hence safety is a key concern. In the period from 7/02/2011 and 7/02/2012 the FDA recorded 


151 medical device recalls and state software as the cause (Regan, et al., 2013). 


To ensure compliance with the law, every party will have to have access to an IT system and a 


software that is able to handle the AIDC. This requirement will not affect manufacturers and 


distributors hugely, however within the final link of the supply chain at the hospitals, such 


technology is unlikely to be present. The implementation of the national EHR within the HSE 


might force some to adopt a stronger and more secure IT system, able to respond to data 


concerns. It is important for all to understand the importance of a reliable software system that 


is secure and easy to use to ensure patient safety and operational efficiency within the hospital.  


7.3 Data security  


In adopting a new software capable of capturing the UDI information as per request of the new 


laws, hospitals will have access to large amount of data. This data will not only concern the 


medical devices held in inventory but will also involve patient’s information and treatments 


plan whose nature is confidential. Many healthcare institutions around the globe are adopting 
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new approaches to the data that they are currently collecting. However, these institutions are 


still one of the most vulnerable to breaches and data leaking (Abouelmehdi Karim, 2018). The 


amount of data hospitals and clinics will handle over the next few years is due to increase, 


resulting in the need to ensure stronger systems in place to protect the confidential information. 


Establishing routines and embedding the security processes in the IT systems are some of the 


solutions identified to decrease the risk of breaches. The solutions must be supported by 


institutional factors. Research shows that using advanced or more security measures does not 


translate in higher security, but it’s correlated to the quality of the measures adopted and other 


factors, namely embedded routines and processes (Angst C., et al., 2017).  


8. Standardisation 


8.1 GS1 Standards 


The GS1 System is a portfolio of standards that has three key steps which are (1) the 


identification of real-world entities (both physical and virtual), (2) the capture of data from 


physical objects, and (3) the sharing of information about those entities among participants in 


the supply chain (see Appendix 1 for illustration) 


Identification involves assigning different keys to different products to provide information on 


the products, locations, assets, documents and organisations within which they are associated 


with. Examples of the 12 different GS1 Identification Keys include the GTIN for traded 


products, the Global Location Number (GLN) for identifying legal entities and physical 


locations and Global Asset Identifiers (GIAI and GRAI) for individual and returnable assets. 


The second activity utilising components of the GS1 System is data capture. The GS1 


Standards define the means for automatically capturing data that is carried on physical objects, 


by way of barcode or RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag scanning, which enables a 


connection to be created between physical objects and digital information about them.  


The third layer of the GS1 System is implementing standards-based processes for data sharing. 


The GS1 data sharing standards provide the foundation for electronic business transactions and 


include standards for master data, transactional data and event data. Master data is shared via 


the Global Data Synchronisation Network (GDSN) provided by GS1 


8.2 Benefits of Standardisation  


Having one standard for a specific industry results in easier communication and decision 


making. Below some of the key benefits of standardisation are explained, and the contribution 


that GS1 standardisation within hospitals can bring is also highlighted. 
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 Uniform terminology 


Each industry has its own terminology, and within industries different divisions can also have 


their own terms where members might adopt different names to refer to the same tool. When 


companies agree to the establishment of a new standard, they also agree on a common 


terminology for the process, in order to be able to codify the standard. By having only one word 


that refers to an object, there’s no more room for miscomprehension or mistakes.  


 Interoperability  


Interoperability refers to the ability of systems or equipment to operate in conjunction with one 


another and freely exchange information that can easily be processed by each system. An 


example of interoperability in the healthcare industry is the Track & Trace project developed 


by the HSE. The project aimed to develop a faster sterilisation process, by the adoption of GS1 


standards on trays to improve traceability (Smith, 2016). Each tray has a barcode associated 


with it linked to a database that contains the information on what devices are supposed to be 


there. When the set goes through the sterilisation, the staff can double check against an already 


available list for anything missing. These trays can then be linked to patients and be tracked to 


the hospital to which they belong, in the case of loans.  


Improved interoperability has realised many benefits such as patient safety benefits; for 


example, warnings are provided if a step is skipped in the decontamination process. Efficiency 


benefits have also been found such as the ability to analyse staff productivity to improve 


processes. Trays that have GS1 standards take around 30 minutes to go through the whole 


decontamination process, however when a tray does not have GS1 standards the sterilisation 


process can take up to 4 hours (P Biggane 2018, HSE Interview, 4th July).  


 Inventory Management 


Developing a more efficient inventory management system is one of the consequences of the 


adoption of a standard. The materials required in a process are expressively identified in the 


standard outline, so that companies know the level of stock to have on hand to continue the 


process. Then, they can decide to reduce the buffer level if the market demand allows.  


But the adoption of barcodes also allows companies to have a clear idea of the inventory levels 


at any given time, when paired with a software able to read this data. There are proven examples 


of how barcodes and new standard processes have benefitted hospitals. The Musgrove Park 


Hospital in the UK had difficulties in inventory management, and with compliance to the NHS 


eProcurement process (Frankpitt, 2015). The Foundation conducted audits and talked with the 


staff, as well as manufacturers to establish a new process that could be successful, through 
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adopting GS1 standards. Through using GS1 standards on all assets and medical devices, The 


Musgrove Park Hospital was able to develop visibility over its inventory, better information 


about inventory turnover, as well as being able to identify the correct costs for procedures. As 


a result, the hospital was able to save €0.5 million in stock adjustment and an additional 


€23,000 in preventing stock to be unused by expiration date (GS1 UK, 2016). 


 Streamline Processes 


Effective standardisation of processes means that there is one common method in which to 


complete a task or gather data in this instance. Currently hospital processes are characterised 


by ambiguous and unreliable methods, which has been discussed already whereby nurses, for 


example, are spending excessive time manually recording data. 


The adoption of standardisation within a hospital has shown significant advantages within the 


Australian Healthcare system. Every hospital in Australia had many catalogues from which to 


order medical devices resulting in poor transparency and excessive inventory. It all led to 


inaccurate purchase orders and duplicated invoices, emergency shipping and failure to obtain 


reimbursements (Snioch, 2015). The development of a national institution, able to demand an 


increase of transparency across the whole supply chain, resulted in the adoption of GS1 


barcodes and standards. By adopting the GS1 standards, there are now improved sales and 


more transparency across the nation on prices. The most stunning information, however, is that 


the data entry process time has been reduced by 50% (Snioch, 2015). 


9. Cost-Benefit Analysis 


9.1 UDI Methods 


With the changing regulation in mind, new and improved methods of UDI capture must be 


considered to improve the efficiency of data capture within hospitals and surgical theatres. In 


this section we will examine all current and potential UDI data capturing options in terms of 


the benefits and challenges for both the hospital and manufacturer, an estimation of the costs 


associated with each method and finally we will evaluate the timings associated with each 


method using study data which was gathered in the United States in the past month. The UDI 


capture technologies that will be examined are EHR/Stickers, Human Readable Direct Part 


Mark (DPM), Inventory Reference Sheets, Data Carrier Tags, Sterile Field Scanners and Radio 


Frequency Identification (RFID)  
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 EHR/Stickers 


In the case of stickers, sterile packaged implants come with stickers which can be peeled off 


and are then placed on the patient’s charge sheet by either the company representative or nurses. 


The circulating nurse then documents implant item, size, reference, lot, and expiration date of 


implants, before manually entering this data into the Electronic Health Record (EHR) for that 


patient. Once communication regarding the details of the implant is called, the nurse confirms, 


searches for, receives, verifies package integrity and expiration date, and then opens the 


implant package and passes it onto sterile field personnel for handoff to the surgeon. Stickers 


from the implants are placed on a face sheet3 and given to surgeon for transcription purposes. 


The patient charge sheet is then copied by the product representative for inventory management 


purposes and a copy is given to the circulating nurse.  For hospital sterilized devices, the 


surgeon will typically call the device description to the circulating nurse, who must then 


attempt to find and select the device listed in the hospital’s master inventory list. 


Table 1: EHR/Stickers 


EHR/Stickers - Benefits and Challenges 


UDI Capture • EHR Callout, No.  Stickers, Yes 


Hospital cost estimation • Minimal 


Benefits • Based on existing operating room practices 


• Very simple to use 


Hospital Challenges • Highly time consuming and inaccurate 


• Possibility of stickers going missing 


 


 Human Readable Direct Part Mark 


Direct part marks (DPM) are when the medical devices are permanently marked with product 


information that is easily readable to the human eye. Unlike labels or stickers, these direct mark 


(DM) numbers and/or letters are not easily discarded, wiped off or degraded. They follow a 


process whereby the serial number will be called out and manually inserted into the EHR, 


which poses a great risk of human error and is time consuming. 


 


                                                 
3 A face sheet is used by physicians, caregivers and care managers so that an individual’s health and medical 


requirements along with personal preferences are listed in an easy-to-use format. 
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Table 2: Human Readable DPM 


Human Readable DPM - Benefits and Challenges 


UDI Capture • Although the UDI is listed, the code is not easily or 


quickly readable, if at all 


Hospital cost estimation • Minimal 


Benefits • Based on similar operating room practices via catalog 


• Low investment in technology required 


Manufacturer Challenges • Full DI4 and PI5 on the device 


• Space required on product 


• No set standard 


Hospital Challenges • Difficult to read. May contaminate product if sterile 


nurse holds device too close to face 


• Highly time consuming and inaccurate 


 Inventory Reference Sheets 


In the case of reference sheets, a sheet will be required for each manufacturer’s products, which 


will typically list devices with vendor part number and description along with the 


corresponding DI. Space is also provided for quantity and lot number. During the procedure, 


when the surgeon calls for a device, the circulating nurse or manufacturer’s representative 


locates the device in the Reference Sheets and enters the quantity in the space provided. After 


the surgery, the nurse gathers all of the sheets and enters the information for the devices used 


into the patient record by either scanning the barcode on the sheet or manual data entry. 


Table 3: Reference Sheets 


Reference Sheets - Benefits and Challenges 


UDI Capture • Capture only DI data 


Hospital cost estimation • €800 for DPM Handheld Scanner6 


Benefits • Similar to existing OR practices 


• Easy to use and implement 


                                                 
4 Device identifier: a mandatory, fixed portion of a UDI that identifies the labeller and the specific version or 


model of a device 
5  Production identifier: a conditional, variable portion of a UDI that identifies characteristics such as lot or 


batch number, and expiry date. 
6 Source: www.ebay.ie 



http://www.ebay.ie/
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Manufacturer Challenges • Developing and upholding the forms and software 


• Not possible to make PI data available  


Hospital Challenges • Incomplete UDI data captured (no PI data) 


• Sheets must be prepared from each manufacturer for 


each procedure and often relies upon rep’s presence 


• Technical issues (i.e., barcode readability, user 


experience error) 


• New technology needed (i.e., interface from scanned 


sheet to EHRs) 


 Data Carrier Tags 


In the case of data carrier tags, they are marked with the UDI in human readable text and a 


barcode is also affixed to the product by the manufacturer. The tags can either be collected in 


the sterile field, and transferred outside the sterile field post-op, or scanned within the sterile 


field. In general, when the device is selected during surgery, the nurse removes the tag, verifies 


that no fragments remain on device, and captures the UDI either electronically (scanner) or 


manually to be recorded in the patient’s EHR. 


Table 4: Data Carrier Tags 


Data Carrier Tags - Benefits and Challenges 


UDI Capture • Capture both DI and PI data 


Hospital cost estimation • €800 for DPM Handheld Scanner (tags outside sterile 


field) 


• €50 per case (tags inside sterile field)7 


Benefits • Possible to place full UDI on tag 


• Leverages AIDC technology (i.e., barcode) 


• Ease of use 


Manufacturer Challenges • Some products may be too small to have a tag 


attached 


 


Hospital Challenges • Increased time in getting device to surgeon 


                                                 
7 Source: MatrixIT CTO 
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• Separation of device and tag could cause issues – tags 


have been known to go missing or fragment 


• Space constraints 


• Traditionally post-op documentation – time 


consuming 


 


 Sterile Field Scanners 


Sterile field scanners are new emerging technology, which operate using a wireless sterile field 


scanner to electronically capture the full UDI (DI+PI) at the point of selection of a medical 


device during surgery. Devices are marked with their UDI using either a direct mark on the 


device (e.g. etching, engraving, etc.), or tag. The main partner in Operation Blueberry Castle, 


Matrix IT has developed the world’s first UDI sterile field scanner and integrated Universal 


UDI Capture Platform and has provided its product for use in this study to analyse the 


effectiveness of this solution, which we will look at in the next section. 


Table 5: Sterile Field Scanner 


Sterile Field Scanner - Benefits and Challenges 


UDI Capture • Capture both DI and PI data 


Hospital cost estimation • €7500 /  €50 per case  


Benefits • Possible to quickly capture the full UDI 


• Leverages AIDC technology (i.e., barcode) 


• Direct capture at point of use (prior to implantation) 


Manufacturer Challenges • Important all devices have legible barcodes to ensure 


effectiveness 


Hospital Challenges • New technology introduction into surgery 


• Initial cost of purchasing new scanners 


• Compliance and user training required 


 


 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 


RFID is potentially an excellent solution for tracking medical devices due to its speed of data 


capture and seamless integration. With an UDI system already in place, barcodes can become 


smart codes by having RFID sensors embedded in the barcode labels. There is also the option 


of using RFID tags which would encode the UDI in human readable text and be attached to the 
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product. RFID sensors can be engineered to withstand the high temperatures of sterilisation, 


and by using thermal data logging technologies, hospitals can track assets through use, 


sterilisation, and reuse. RFID is not yet commonplace in the medical devices supply chain, 


hence we do not have any timings to compare versus the alternative UDI capturing methods, 


but it is clear that data capturing speeds will be fast, however the major downside is the cost of 


implementation. 


Table 6: RFID 


RFID - Benefits and Challenges 


UDI Capture • Capture both DI and PI data 


Hospital cost estimation • €170,000 – 340,000 for medium hospital full 


implementation8 


Benefits • Possible to capture the full UDI 


• Leverages AIDC 


• Direct capture from device 


Manufacturer Challenges • Not typically feasible to implement on existing device 


designs  


• Increased costs 


Hospital Challenges • Cost of solution 


• Introduction of new technology 


 


9.2 Timings Comparison 


Each method of UDI capture has positive and negative attributes which have been highlighted 


to allow comparisons between different methods. When we consider what our healthcare 


system requires moving forward; it is that we can capture as much UDI information as possible 


via automation throughout the supply chain, particularly during surgery, in the most cost-


effective way that is going to take the least amount of time both during and after surgery. To 


analyse the timings of each different method of capture, live surgeries have been documented 


and simulated surgeries have been conducted in the past month in Wickenburg Community 


Hospital in the USA as part of Blueberry Castle. The data collected was analysed as part of this 


                                                 
8 Source: Roper et. al. (2015) 
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report to find which method has shown to be the most cost effective. As previously mentioned, 


no study data was gathered for RFID technology. 


The first and most important analysis to conduct on the data was to find out how long 


documentation took once an implant was used on the patient. In Chart 1, the orange bars 


represent the new times associated with using an automatic identification and data capturing 


method (AIDC) versus the grey bars which illustrate current practice and how long it is taking 


to document product data once it has been used in surgery. 


 


Chart 1: Implant Documentation Time 


It can be seen that sterile field scanning has, by far, the quickest result when documenting 


implants at just 13 seconds (0.23 minutes) per surgery. There is no current method to compare 


against here as this is new technology which has only been used in a simulated surgery. To 


examine other comparisons between current and potential data capturing timed, UDI tags are 


a good example where average documentation time has decreased from over thirty minutes, to 


just 25.2 seconds (0.42 minutes) when scanned in the sterile field.  The most significant barrier 


to fast documentation of UDI via tags is that they are documented post-op when the sterile field 


scanner is not employed. Both sterile packaging and reference sheets via nurses have shown 
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no little to no difference with the new technology, while manual callout has shown a slight time 


saving. 


Documentation times are the most obvious parameter to measure when comparing the different 


methods of capturing UDI within the hospital theatre. However, the time it takes to get the 


device to a surgeon is also important in the context of both time and safety. When a surgeon 


requests a device, the sooner the surgeon receives the device, the better to maintain efficiencies 


and keep surgery as short as possible in the interests of a patient’s safety and wellbeing. 


Chart 2 shows the seconds taken from the time the surgeon requests an implant to the time they 


receive it. The orange line represents the implant handoff with the new automated data 


capturing method through the sterile field scanner used in simulated surgeries, and the blue line 


represents current practices observations.  


 


Chart 2: Time from Surgeon Implant Request to Receiving Device 


An interesting observation here is how long it takes to get implants in the sterile package to the 


surgeon, at 78 seconds (1.3 minutes) seconds with the current system, which improves to 67.8 


seconds (1.13 minutes) using the Universal UDI AIDC platform. This is because the nurse not 


only has to locate the correct implant but must visually inspect the package for sterile breaches 


(holes), verify expiration, remove the necessary package, and scan the product before passing 
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it to the sterile field, where sterile personnel pick it up, load it onto a tool and pass it to the 


surgeon. Implants which can be scanned directly in the sterile field again show the quickest 


time at only 12 seconds (0.2 minutes) between surgeon request and hand-off which is extremely 


efficient.  


When considering time savings, it is clear that the sterile scanning is by far the most effective 


method of documenting implant information during surgery. However, it is also important to 


consider external factors such as; is the method fully compliant, or perhaps one method is much 


faster than another, but it has a much greater potential for human error. Table 7 below evaluates 


both of these parameters and as can be seen, both UDI tags and sterile scanning are the only 


two methods which have a low human error potential that are UDI compliant when the 


Universal UDI collection platform is employed. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table 7: Evaluation of UDI Methods for potential error 


To analyse each of these methods further, with a particular focus on human error potential, the 


number of human decision points within each process were examined. This allows us to find 


the method which has the least amount of human interaction thereby reducing the potential for 


error, while contributing to decreased time taken. Chart 3 below shows the number of human 


decisions required for each method. At this point, when both UDI tags and direct mark are 


scanned in the sterile field, they have shown to be the top two methods, with direct mark sterile 


scanning employing the least human decision points so far. 


Again, we can see that sterile scanning shows the best results as it only requires half the amount 


of human decision making versus UDI tags, with only two human decisions required (the 


surgeon calling for a device and the sterile nurse selecting the correct device).  There is no 


identified way to reduce the human decision making to less than two. Less human decision 


making brings more reliability to the process by decreasing the chances of an error, and it also 


Method Human Error Potential UDI Compliant? 


Manual Callout High No 


Reference Sheet via Nurse Medium No 


Reference Sheet via Rep Medium No 


Sterile Package Medium Yes 


UDI Tags Low Yes 


Sterile Scanning Low Yes 
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means that staff nurses can focus their decisions on what they would see as more important 


factors such as the safety of the patient and the needs of the surgeon within theatre. 


 


Chart 3: Implantation Human Decision Points 


9.3 Summation 


When considering all of the above data from the positive and negatives, the estimated costs, 


the timings and the potential for human error within each method, the Universal UDI collection 


platform in concert with the sterile scanner has continually showed the most impressive results.  


With the exception of RFID, it is the most expensive method of UDI capture currently 


available. For a medium sized hospital implementation which completes 1,200 surgeries per 


year, and requires three scanners, the costs of the hardware for the year would be €82,500 


which would be much less than half of the cost of RFID. 


The surgical staff unanimously agreed the Tractus sterile field scanner and corresponding 


software platform was the most efficient and accurate method for capturing the UDI of surgical 


implants. Next to human readable, which could not be read, the least preferred method was the 


implant cross reference sheet. It should be noted that the sterile scanning method allowed the 


nurse to complete documentation prior to the completion of implantation. 


Further, staff training was limited to determine the ease of use of both the scanner and software. 


It was observed that the documentation time decreased as the surgical technologist and 


circulating nurse became more familiar with the Tractus technology. While the minimal 


training did prove out the ability for a user to quickly pick up the documentation it also 


demonstrated the need to ensure staff are adequately trained in regard to trouble-shooting 


suboptimal implants. 
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With very little potential for human error, and much less time to be spent by nurses 


documenting medical device usage during and post-surgery, hospital staff will be able to focus 


more on patient safety through using the sterile field scanner, as every implant used will be 


automatically tracked directly to the patient which is important in case a product recall were to 


be issued in future.  Likely surgical time reductions may also improve patient safety and 


provide savings for the hospital. 


10. Challenges 


When considering potential UDI capturing methods, and other changes which are going to take 


place within the hospital as a result of changing regulation, it is important that we consider 


what the challenges will be to implement a solution, before recommendations are given. 


10.1 Healthcare Context 


A primary source to identify the challenges, particularly when there is a need to adopt a new 


technology, is the context. Having a clear idea of the main players, their stance on technology 


and the drive behind the implementation are all factors that can be an asset or an obstacle.  


 Challenge of Policies 


The drive within Project Blueberry Castle is external, meaning that the change must happen 


because legislators said so, rather than being a choice of hospitals, manufacturers or national 


governments. The new EU Regulation 2017/745 explains the required outcomes and measures 


that will have to be in place to ensure compliance, while it also declares authorities that will be 


able to check on compliance. However, there is no uniform or clear mechanism that illustrates 


what or how the members of the medical devices industry will be able to comply to the data 


capture of UDIs.  


The regulation, like many others answer to the criteria of vagueness applied to policies (Baier 


et al, 1988), particularly in an international context, where no one wants to overstep the 


boundaries of national sovereignty, typical of the EU ecosystem. The situation can and will 


lead to the adoption of several different methods, not only across countries, but also within the 


same nation and healthcare system, causing the inability of reconciling the data captured at 


national and international level, although that is the end goal of the EU Regulation.  


 Public System Motivation 


The Irish hospitals rely on the government and the HSE for funding and being able to maintain 


operations running smoothly, whereas hospitals in the U.S. have a strong motivation in 
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identifying inefficiencies and best practices in order to stay in business, due to the private 


health-insurance in place in the country.  


Government Funds 


Public system hospitals must rely on government funding, and healthcare systems are known 


for having problems staying within the budget assigned (Wall & Cullen, 2017). The latter 


however, have little to no knowledge on the costs of every day operations, whether they be 


complicated surgery or admittance of a patient for a minor injury. This lack of awareness can 


be translated in avoidable cost expenditures. 


The restrictions on budget will also mean that the HSE will have to implement solutions to 


become compliant with the EU Regulation coming into play by 2020. To do so, all the hospitals 


will have to be data-capture ready, a challenge that is going to put a huge burden on the HSE 


funds.  


HSE involvement 


All the levels of the HSE, from top management to hospital staff, must be involved in the 


adoption process of the new technology. To have a successful implementation of the new 


software, the positive backing of senior and top management is beneficial (Walsham, 2011). 


The correct implementation can happen even without the backing of top management, but it 


might require longer time and it will have more resistance, than with a positive outlook from 


senior management that arise to the challenge.  


Another issue that might be encountered when applying a new technology lays with the hospital 


staff. Nurses and physicians might be reluctant to adopt a new software or a new process to do 


their jobs. In the past, other technology implementations have often been met by resistance 


from nurses and physicians. They often point to the increased time spent on data entry of 


inferior quality, the transformation of the process being less efficient, and altering the quality 


of time spent with patient. Surgeons have often felt that the adoption of technology jeopardised 


the overall efficiency of their work, as well as their authority in being doctors (Barrett, 2017).  


The same feeling was shared by nurses in the same situation, as they felt that a new software 


was a challenge to their values and their performance. In this case, though, the primary concern 


was on patient care, as the software demanded a more distant and less empathic relationship 


nurse/patient or nurse/family and it lengthened the process, creating inefficiency (Barrett, 


2017). These are just examples of the resistance met by the implementation of the EHR in the 


U.S, but they suggest that bringing on board the hospital staff is not always straight forward. 
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10.2 Software Adoption 


The context identifies only some of the challenges ahead. When looking to implement a new 


software, particularly in a live environment, there are other considerations to be made to 


achieve a successful implementation.  


 Training 


The adoption of a new technology, no matter in which context, requires training to be able to 


manage all the features available. Quite often without the proper training, software tends to fail 


due to the complexity of the software interface, improper data entry that results in increased 


time demands rather than less, and bugs in the system that customers cannot solve.  


 Software Implementation 


The new software will need to be able to cooperate with other systems that are already in place 


within the various hospitals. Following the escalation of the traceability of trays from operation 


theatres through the sterilisation process, the HSE adopted a software developed by FingerPrint 


Medical (Biggane, 2014). Hospitals might also have acquired an SAP or ERP system to manage 


inventory and procurement orders, depending on the features available with the software of 


choice, there might be a need to ensure the smooth functioning of both software.  


Another factor that needs to be kept in mind is the ongoing implementation of the national EHR 


in Ireland (O'Sullivan, 2017). The record is linked with a database and software that will require 


adjustments and changes before it is completely implemented throughout the country. 


Whichever software or system the hospitals will adopt will have to be able to run alongside the 


EHR, but also be able to adapt to the future changes that need to be made in the future, to avoid 


bugs and other issues.  


10.3 Data Sharing from Suppliers 


Hospitals are facing an increasingly difficult challenge now as a result of suppliers sharing a 


very limited amount of product data, to just cover what is required of them. There is no single 


repository for product data at unit of use level, therefore when a box of syringes arrives into a 


hospital, the box’s barcode for example, is scanned as part of the inventory. However, the single 


items barcodes are not in the system as the hospital, or invoice, only has the barcode of the box, 


and individual syringes do not have barcodes or data matrix’s.  


The future evolvement of the healthcare system, based on regulation, requires hospital to record 


the single item’s barcode. This is resulting in a manual GTIN capture process where a member 


of staff is putting an individual GTIN on each syringe so that its use can be captured 
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individually. This process is consuming valuable resources and moving forward it is a major 


challenge that needs to be overcome through liaising with suppliers to receive the required data 


for each individual unit of use. 


10.4 Sterile Field Scanner Issues 


 Reading 2D Barcodes 


The retail industry adopted barcodes and scanning technology more than thirty years ago, but 


even now there are still instances in which barcode scanning fails. Previous research suggests 


that in the industry on average 0.4% items have difficulties in being correctly scanned. Every 


time an item needs to be re-scanned or the data must be inserted manually, the process time 


increases from 1.5 seconds to 13 + seconds. (GS1Europe, 2012). One of the causes for scanning 


issues is that the barcode needs to be oriented at a particular angle in order to be read correctly, 


while at other times it’s the quality of the barcode that makes it difficult to scan.  


The causes behind the inability of scanning barcodes is due to a lack of software integration 


(in this case, the EHR/TRACTUS with the ERP software adopted by the hospital), the non-


compliance to regulations on the manufacturers’ end (the EU Regulation might define a device 


as implant, while it’s not considered so by manufacturers) (GS1US, 2018). Other reasons for 


failure are the poor quality of printing the barcodes. Additionally, another study shows that 


when barcodes are affixed after manufacturing, the chances of scanning issues happening is 


82% higher (GS1Europe, 2012). Hence, it is extremely important that due care and diligence 


is taken when associating a barcode with a product to prevent challenges and delays at the point 


of care. 


 Emergency during surgery 


When adopting a potential new method of UDI capture within surgery, it is important to 


consider the effects of hardware in a theatre. During our research an HSE colleague pointed 


out that the size of operation theatres in Ireland is quite small in comparison to the U.S. If the 


sterile field scanner were to be adopted for example, it would be located near the patient’s 


bedside and be located on small trolley which will take up more space. 


Surgeries tend to follow the same steps, but patients’ reaction vary according to clinical history 


and condition. This might result in an emergency during the operation. At that moment, the 


focus of the surgeon and nurses would be solely on the patient, as it should be. Particularly 


during the phasing in period, the staff, being in a state of emergency, might forget to scan the 


devices used or perhaps the scanner might be pushed out of the way, in order to create more 
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room to provide the best care. If this occurs, product traceability can potentially be lost, thus 


increasing the risk to patient safety.  As a backup, however, other input options may be 


employed while using the Universal UDI Capture Platform, such as call out of each device by 


the surgeon to the circulating nurse. 


11. Suggestions 


With the aforementioned challenges in mind, the issues within the current supply chain, and 


the cost benefit analysis, our team has come up with some important suggestions which will 


not only contribute to Operation Blueberry Castle’s success within Ireland but can also help 


hospitals gain a greater understanding of how the changing regulation will affect their 


operations, what is the most suitable method of data capture to adopt, and finally how best to 


manage this change.  


The following are our teams’ suggestions: 


11.1 Introduce Sterile Field Scanner 


When considering the most suitable method of UDI capture, the cost benefit analysis has shown 


the sterile field scanner to be the best method in terms of costs and potential benefits. It allows 


full UDI to be captured, it has a low potential for human error with only two human decision 


points, its documentation times and handoff times have also shown to be the quickest according 


to the observations at Wickenburg Hospital, and it contributes the most to patient safety as not 


only will nurses be able to devote an increased amount to time to patients, but medical devices 


will be tracked directly to the patient at point of use in a much more accurate and efficient 


manner, thus reducing risks if a product recall was to occur. 


Using the sterile field scanner has potential benefits beyond the theatre room, as it can 


contribute to purchasing, procedure cost analysis and comparative effectiveness of surgeons; 


for example, those who may complete the same surgery in less time, or perhaps use less 


implants leading to a reduced cost for the hospital.  It may also be employed to track 


manufacturer’s inventory and in sterile processing to document sterile processing and device 


utilization, correlating to a device’s expected life-cycle. 


This can contribute to value-based purchasing as implants which are favoured by the more 


efficient surgeons can be purchased more than those not favoured. Also, if two surgeons are 


doing the same surgery but with different company’s implants, then both procedures can be 


analysed as a procedure cost analysis to see which cost the most and this can then be discussed 


with the more expensive surgeon to possibly reduce costs by switching to the cheaper implants. 
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In the case of Saint James Hospital who have undertaken the Scan for Surgery project through 


tracking all products and costings directly to patients, they have been able to track all costs 


directly to patients which has enabled them measure efficiency in an aim to reduce costs. As 


can be seen from Chart 4, patient costs have decreased by almost €500 per patient in the space 


of four months through improved purchasing, improved inventory management and achieving 


process efficiencies. 


 


Chart 4: Average Patient Cost 


11.2 Adopt a staff orientated approach 


With new regulations coming into effect within the healthcare industry, and changes being 


implemented at hospital level, such as the introduction of the sterile field scanner, managing 


this change is now the greatest challenge our healthcare system is going to experience. The 


implementation of change often involves overseeing multiple competing priorities, as well as 


handling demands from external sources, such as manufacturers in this case, and employees 


who are resistant to the proposed changes and view them as a source of stress (Kerber & Buono, 


2005).  


The healthcare industry often experiences the challenges associated with implementing change 


effectively, in particular the HSE in Ireland which has undergone significant change in recent 


years, and the complexity of these organisations can make this process difficult (Tucker and 


Edmondson 2003). It is apparent that such changes have the potential to affect the nature of 


nursing practice and clinical environments considerably. In reality, it is often nursing who are 


responsible for the implementation of change.  
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We suggest adopting a staff focused approach through working with all staff, in particular 


nurses to provide models of change which may help nurses to cope with this change to increase 


the likelihood that organisational change will be effective. In order to ensure the staff buy in 


on this project, it is important to convey the potential benefits of the new technology to the 


staff to illustrate the personal benefit that can be gained. Data from pilot sites such as Saint 


James Hospital in Dublin or Derby Hospital in the UK should be gathered and presented to 


hospitals around Ireland before the sterile field scanner is introduced. 


A good example to use would be from Saint James Hospital, where they have begun a new 


project called “Scan for Surgery” where they are tracking all medical devices directly to the 


patient, through scanning outside the sterile field. With this increased amount of data available 


they now have patient level information on 89% of patients, versus only 4% in 2015. They 


have also found that nurses are spending much less time on manual data entry, as can be seen 


from Chart 5. In this analysis nurses from theatre one and two have reduced their time entering 


data from 20 hours to only 5 hours per week, which has led to a much-increased job satisfaction 


as they can now focus on their primary duty of patient care. 


 


Chart 5: Nurse Time Spent on Manual Data Entry 


A final suggestion on this point would be to put nurses at similar levels of responsibility in 


contact with each other before the project commences. This will involve getting nurses from 


the pilot sites in Ireland and the UK, and possibly the US study group to talk to Irish hospital 


about the benefits they have seen in their working day from the new technology, and perhaps 


the negatives which they may need to be aware of to help them overcome these issues which 


can arise. 
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11.3 Develop user-friendly software 


One of the challenges noted from the research on this project was focused on new technology 


adoption, and in particular the difficulties which may be present with nursing staff who 


specialise in staff care, and not technical supply chain issues. For the process to be manageable 


for staff, a key requirement should be the use of a user-friendly software when tracking medical 


devices to patients. If the software is not well integrated into current systems and easy to use 


for the staff, the full benefits will not be realised and it could potentially make staffs jobs more 


difficult which will lead to them returning to old habits and neglecting the new software. 


To reinforce this point, in the UK NHS in 2013 a patient record system that would have been 


the world’s largest non-military IT system was abandoned, in what would be the most 


calamitous IT failure ever seen by the government. The unsuccessful centralised e-recording 


system cost the UK taxpayer over €11 billion, over €4 billion more than ministers had 


anticipated (Software Advisory Service, 2018). The system had many issues such as delays, 


insufficient software and extremely poor usability. In one case, the newly-installed IT system 


lost Barts Health NHS Trust thousands of patient records, delaying the treatment of urgent 


cases, costing millions in additional staff and warranting an internal investigation.  


When developing the software, it is important that the interface is user-friendly, and the use of 


training and problem-solving videos built into the software would be a useful addition for staff. 


If staff are faced with a difficulty with the software, their first port of call should be the videos 


which can provide step by step guides which will not only allow staff solve the problem in a 


timely manner but will also help them develop their own understanding of how to navigate 


issues which may arise.  


A final suggestion under this point is the use of a feedback mechanism where all staff involved 


in the implementation of the new technology will have access to an open feedback took where 


they can describe the challenges they have faced, or perhaps what they like about the new 


technology. With the opportunity to provide feedback and contribute to the project’s success, 


staff will feel much more integrated into the change which will help with adoption and buy-in. 


It will also provide invaluable insights from the differing levels of staff using the new 


technology which will allow alterations to the process be made to ensure optimal efficiency for 


both the hospital as a business and staff from a work satisfaction viewpoint. 


11.4 Develop contingency plans 


One of the earlier challenges described focused on problems associated with the sterile field 


scanner, or Tractus as it can be referred to; the name which Matrix IT have placed on their 
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scanner. From speaking to key stakeholders, and the HSE in particular, there is a concern 


surrounding the new hardware solution as the scanner will be placed on a tray at the patient’s 


bedside during surgery. 


In the case of an emergency, it is vital that contingency plans are developed so that the scanner 


is not just pushed to one side, which risks losing product traceability if the surgeon continues 


working on the patient. In this instance we recommend using a packaging storage system as 


back-up whereby the packaging off each medical device will be stored in a secure location 


outside the sterile field before surgery. To some extent this happens currently, but we 


recommend a much more formal system where there will be a certain secure area where all 


packaging will be stored that is easily accessible and obvious to see. Then in the case of a 


difficult surgery or emergency where the patient became ill or the scanner failed for example, 


after surgery the nurse can reconcile between what has been scanned by the scanner, and what 


packaging has been used. This will then show the nurse what has been removed from its 


packaging and not scanned, which must be either unused in the sterile field, or used on the 


patient. 


Emergency procedures should also be created and communicated to staff at the beginning of 


the project, rather than waiting for these situations to arise. If the scanner fails, or if a barcode 


is unreadable, what do staff do? As the technology develops, more issues will arise which can 


be addressed and mitigated using step by step guides for staff to help them in a difficult 


situation. 


11.5 Educate and guide hospitals on potential data uses 


One of the issues noted in the current supply chain was the lack of education surrounding data 


analytics within Irish hospitals. Moving forward, an analytical education program for select 


healthcare staff or staff who feel they can benefit from learning these tools and techniques 


should be developed and implemented. This will help to improve education levels and inspire 


staff to begin to use the available data, which will be increasing as improved traceability 


methods come into hospitals. Research has also shown that introducing staff flexibility into 


hospital operations and service personnel planning provides a capacity cushion which helps to 


manage time varying demand and leads to reduced costs (Li & King, 1998). 


As part of the new Scan for Surgery program within Saint James Hospital in Dublin, staff have 


begun to analyse inventory levels stored within their theatres. With the awareness of exact 


stock levels, they have been able to implement different analytical solutions such as ABC 


analysis to understand what stock should be held in the theatres and what can be removed and 
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instead ordered as required moving forward. The result can be seen in Chart 6 where inventory 


value has been reduced by almost €100,000 in just four months. 


Moving forward with Operation Blueberry Castle, it is important that staff become aware of 


the potential benefits of data analytics through real life examples such as the savings realised 


in this Dublin hospital. Once this awareness is raised, it is then imperative that training and 


education programs are provided for staff to develop their interests and skills in the hope of 


realising similar benefits for their hospital. 


11.6 Hospitals must seek standardisation 


When discussing the challenges, one of the main issues was the lack of data sharing from 


manufacturers. The potential benefits of standardisation were also discussed earlier, with clear 


and obvious benefits being realised from hospitals in Ireland, the UK and further afield from 


the adoption of common standards, provided by GS1. 


Within Ireland, it is now extremely important that hospitals realise the benefits pilot sites such 


as St. James Hospital are experiencing through adoption of GS1 standards, and it is 


recommended that hospitals and the HSE now include a requirement within their tenders with 


suppliers that all products adopt GS1 standards to include a UDI. Firstly, this will ensure that 


the hospitals are able to abide by new regulations, and secondly it will then allow them to 


realise the huge potential benefits of using a standardised process which has been described in 


this report. 
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11.7 Use scanning technology linked to staff 


To create a closed-loop medical devices management system, employees should also be tracked 


to increase transparency within the supply chain and to increase staff responsibility. For 


example, in the hospitals of Medius Klinkiken in Germany, they have adopted GS1 standards 


to optimise workflows focusing on dispensing pharmaceutical products. They have taken the 


process a step further by incorporating staff ID into the process whereby they must scan the 


dispensed medication and then scan their own ID to show who dispensed it. Similarly, when 


issuing the dispensed medication to the patient, the staff must scan his/her ID and scan the 


product ensuring a closed-loop supply chain with increased responsibility for all members. 


In the case of medical devices, many hospitals report devices to go missing or be stolen with 


no trace of their whereabouts. In a high-profile case in the US, the Roudebush VA Medical 


Centre reported $1 million worth of medical equipment missing from the hospital in 2017 due 


to lack of transparency and other factors (Haeberle, 2017).  


To try an mitigate the effects of lost or stolen medical devices, staff must be made responsible 


for product movement within their departments. In future, every time an implant is moved for 


example, it should be scanned out of the store room, while the staff member will scan their 


badge while exiting also. Then if the implant goes missing, or is mislaid, other staff members 


do not have to waste time searching around the hospital for this device but can instead go 


directly to the last member of staff and narrow down the search process. 


12. Conclusion 


Moving forward, it is important that hospitals within Ireland, and similarly within the EU and 


US, begin to consider the effects of changing regulation about medical devices. It is equally 


important that manufacturers realise the benefits of providing standardised UDI data, rather 


than multiple methods in which only basic device information is being provided, not including 


important production information. GS1 standards have been embraced by the healthcare 


industry in recent years where they have been adopted and have shown some very positive 


results in all cases. It is now important that hospitals realise the benefits of using one common 


standard and should ensure that GS1 standards be part of their tenders for suppliers in the 


future. 


Many UDI data collection methods have shown the potential to increase surgical times, 


introduce human error, breach sterility and increase the use hospital resources. Based on a cost-


benefit analysis, adoption of the sterile field scanner can improve all these areas, and will not 
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only significantly improve patient safety, but will realise amplified efficiency savings in 


hospital operations. 


The introduction of new traceability methods within the healthcare system will face challenges, 


particularly within hospitals where most of the change will be felt. It is important to note that 


change within a live environment doesn’t afford opportunities to halt operations, and at the end 


of the day, patient safety will always be the number one priority. To ensure a smooth transition, 


the suggestions we have provided will contribute to helping hospital staff and relevant 


stakeholders within the project manage this change carefully, to ensure a more efficient, 


transparent, and above all, safer healthcare system. 
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